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Abstract: Deficit and anti-deficit framing: A systematic review to improve equity and inclusion in science education. When a student enters a college classroom and struggles to succeed, one might assume that the student is lacking (deficits lie in the individual), or that the broader institutional and societal systems serving the student are lacking (deficits lie in systems). These two approaches have far-reaching consequences. If perceived deficits lie in the individual (deficit frame), then targeted interventions to fix the individual are necessary. If perceived deficits lie in systems (anti-deficit frame), then system reforms are necessary. Education researchers have increasingly warned about how deficit thinking shapes educational systems and disadvantages marginalized students, but deficit framing remains common in STEM education and practice. In order to clarify a definition of deficit and anti-deficit frames, and clarify their mechanisms, we perform a systematic literature review of deficit and anti-deficit paradigms. The insights gained better empower STEM researchers and instructors to improve equity.